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Successful revenue management practices bear resemblance to  

the creation of a successful culinary menu. Pairing quality 

ingredients with innovative touches of flavor and flair yields an 

impressive and classic cuisine, while mixing unproven ingredients into 

a dish may leave you with more of a mess instead of a masterpiece. The 

same holds true with your revenue management ingredients – tried 

and true principles will yield triumphant results, while the combination 

of too many inconsistent tactics and trends might leave you hungry 

for better revenue results.

Combining proven best practices, you can mix together the right 

ingredients, proportions and flavors into the right revenue management 

recipe for long term revenue performance. These recipes will 

complement and incorporate the customized elements that are unique 

to your hotel’s strategy, culture and assets.

CReatIng a Full CouRse 

Revenue Menu
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FIRst CouRse
Simple Forecasting Starters

Forecasting hotel demand is an active ingredient in the practice of revenue 

management. Hotels use forecasting to help accurately predict the time 

frames throughout the year that will bring them higher or lower than normal 

occupancy, demand and revenue. A good demand forecast assists with room 

rate decisions, staff allocation, property maintenance and hotel operations. 

Utilizing data and analytics through accurate forecasting is also the best way 

for hotels to determine future marketing and pricing strategies that drive 

successful changes.

sIMple FoReCastIng staRteRs

41 part high quality data

41 part unconstrained demand

41 part historical patterns

41 part market relevant data
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There are typically three types of forecasts in a hotel: operational, financial 

and revenue management. Hotels often overlook the differences between 

these forecasts; however, it is important to distinguish their differences 

because they are used for different functions. An operational forecast is often 

used to manage the hotel’s resources such as: how many room attendants 

will be needed to clean rooms, how many front desk agents will be needed 

to check guests in and out, or how many servers and cooks will be needed 

to attend to guests in the restaurant. Financial forecasts are often used to 

determine the end fiscal results to provide owners and investors with an 

outlook on revenues and profitability.

A revenue management forecast, however, is intended to estimate the 

expected future demand for a hotel so they can manage that demand to 

achieve the hotel’s ultimate revenue objectives. This forecast is also referred 

to as an unconstrained demand forecast. The calculation of unconstrained 

demand is a critical forecasting requirement because its success affects the 

entire pricing, inventory and revenue management process.
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IDeaS is an innovative company 

that continues to push the  

envelope of what revenue  

management is. They are  

actively listening to their  

customers and responding  

with tools that can help them.”

“

– Statler Hotel at Cornell University

http://ideas.com/news/statler-hotel-renews-collaboration-with-ideas-and-adopts-latest-revenue-management-system/
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For accurate revenue management forecasts, it is important that hoteliers 

have detailed data that contains both historical and future information. The 

historical data should include the number of occupied rooms, as well as the 

achieved revenue by market segment per day. Future data should include 

the number of rooms and revenue on-the-books by day (and by market 

segment) for more than 90 days in the future - ideally for a full 365 days or 

more, depending on your booking window.

When data is collected daily, the hotel can establish simple booking pace 

forecasts by market segment and day of week, and compare this to historical 

data. When this is done consistently, it allows hoteliers to quickly identify 

when demand picks up (or decreases) and enables them to adapt their 

sales and marketing strategies accordingly.

In most markets, it is also important to understand the prices changed by 

your competitive set and, more importantly, the effect this can have on your 

own forecasting and pricing. Only IDeaS analytically folds in competitor 

data into the demand and pricing at the room class and room type levels.

the calculation of unconstrained demand is a critical 

forecasting requirement because its success affects 

the entire pricing, inventory and revenue management 

process.
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Accurate forecasts are important in revenue management because they 

not only influence rate decisions and strategies, but they also impact any 

displacement evaluations for potential group business. Displacement 

scenarios allow hoteliers to determine if a piece of group business will end 

up displacing higher paying transient travellers or more desirable groups 

and hurt their potential revenue performance. The group pricing capabilities 

of advanced revenue management systems go well beyond the limited 

functionalities of other revenue systems, and they give sales managers the 

insights they need to capture the most profitable group business.
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Into the MIxIng Bowl

what happens when you throw all 
of your data into one pot?

Our industry’s big data story continues to bubble over with an 

increasing amount of emerging data sources – including social 

media, reputation management engines, web traffic sources, 

weather and airline data. However, when you throw every data 

ingredient you can find into one pot, are you just diluting your 

potential revenue?

Here are a couple examples of recent data sources and 

the implications that they have on accurate forecasting:

   RegRets & denIals

   weatheR & aIRlIne data

   ReputatIon sentIMent data
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one-pot Meals:
Season With Care

Online reputation data: User generated content is reshaping hotel revenue 

management strategies, with the importance of reputation data growing within 

the hospitality industry. Access to this data has become easier for hotels and many 

RMS providers display reputation and rates in relation to their competitors. While 

displaying this data helps provide decision support, it is even better when this data 

is incorporated into the demand modeling and optimization processes, which only IDeaS does.

This is a great example of how to use your customer-centric data for forecasting demand as a 

function of price, when demand is also a function of your online reputation performance.

Regrets & denials data: Leading scientists refer to ‘regrets and denials’ data  

as “dirty data” and incorporating this data into your RMS can actually end up 

over-unconstraining demand, leading to over-protecting inventory and reducing 

occupancy. So why is using this data so ineffective? Systems that incorporate 

denial data into their analytics from direct websites are only capturing partial 

regrets and denials data for unqualified transient demand. Using only unqualified transient 

demand ignores the demand for different market segments and additional channel behaviors. 

This becomes extremely harmful because successful unconstraining must include demand from 

each - and all of - wholesale, group, corporate negotiated and unqualified transient demand. 

Blend this in with the potential for questionable data quality due to coding and multiple same 

person inquiries, and a high look-to-book ratio next to generally flat booking volumes; there are 

just too many unknowns that make this data unreliable to use in a forecasting model.

Weather & airline data: It has yet to be proven whether weather and airline data 

can be used reliably as an RMS input to improve forecast performance. This data 

may improve the short term demand fit, but only if the data’s immediate impact 

can be assigned to a particular market segment or property. In other words, while 

weather and airline data may be impactful to travel patterns on a large scale, their 

relationship to business or leisure bookings in a particular location is loosely coupled. 

As much of this type of data itself is also forecasted, this introduces an additional source of error 

to the demand forecast. Do you trust your weather man to accurately predict your hotel forecast?
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I was looking for a revenue  

management system that would 

help me be more efficient with my 

time and increase our revenues by 

making smarter, quicker and more 

responsive decisions. IDeaS was the 

most user friendly of all systems I  

reviewed and didn’t make  

functionality overly complicated.”

“

– Charming Inns

http://ideas.com/news/historic-charming-inns-collection-partners-with-ideas-to-drive-better-revenue/
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seCond CouRse
Dishing Up Successful Pricing

One of the most important courses in revenue management is serving the right 

price to the right customer at the right time, and dishing up the right prices  

is an extremely critical challenge facing many hotels. It can be a struggle to 

mix together pricing strategies that won’t fall flat in an overly complex and 

time-consuming process.

dIshIng up suCCessFul pRICIng

41 part demand

41 part inventory

41 part price sensitivity
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Over the years, hotels have firmly sought after and adopted advanced 

dynamic pricing strategies. Dynamic pricing is the continual adjustment of 

prices based on the value of demand for the remaining available capacity. 

There are a lot of variables that contribute to successful dynamic pricing 

and the ultimate goal is to determine the highest price that a guest is willing 

to pay to stay at your hotel.

Dynamic pricing strategies don’t focus on only setting prices; successful 

dynamic pricing optimizes a hotel’s demand and revenue to maximize 

total revenue performance. Demand and revenue are the two crucial  

ingredients your hotel needs to balance because they combine to deliver 

your strongest revenue performance.

This is where the analytics of your revenue management technology 

become a critical component in organizing and deciphering data for you to 

employ an optimal dynamic pricing strategy. Dynamic pricing approaches 

use three main analytical ingredients to complement one another: demand, 

inventory and price sensitivity.

dynamic pricing continually adjusts 
prices based on willingness to pay
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dynaMIC pRICIng CoMponents

DemanD

Dynamic pricing approaches demand as a function of price. It 
basically follows the school of thought that if the price increases, 
the demand will drop and if the price decreases, the demand 
will be higher.

Seems like a pretty simple recipe, right? It becomes infinitely 
more complex when looking at market conditions, competitive 
dynamics and a myriad of market segments and channels. 
Analytics help hotels determine the optimal prices to sell, 
the achievable demand at different price points, and any 
corresponding revenues that can be attained for each market 
segment and channel.

InventORy

Taking maximum advantage of the available inventory is a  
primary goal that challenges revenue managers. Using analytics 
allows you to determine optimal prices based on not just the 
demand, but the available inventory (or capacity) in the hotel.

Only the best chefs (or solution providers such as IDeaS)  
understand you have to manage pricing together with your 
inventory to maximize your revenues.

PRIce SenSItIvIty

How prices affect guest booking behavior is important in  
dynamic pricing because it helps you offer specific pricing  
to market segments and optimize total revenue.

Low price sensitivity means that changes in price have a relatively 
small effect on the quantity of the rooms demanded, while high 
price sensitivity means that changes in price have a relatively 
large effect on the quantity of rooms demanded. To maximize 
overall revenue, you’ll want to determine this by market segment 
and understand the number of rooms those market segments 
are booking.
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By working with IDeaS and  

deploying IDeaS RMS, we have  

successfully turned this plan into  

a commercial reality. The Woodland 

Lodges have seen extraordinary  

growth in revenue, with several  

months seeing increases of  

40 percent year over year.”

“

– MacDonald Hotels & Resorts

http://ideas.com/news/macdonald-hotels-resorts-boost-revenue-performance-with-ideas/
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These analytical ingredients are at the core of dynamic pricing and should 

be seasoned by evaluating additional elements such as: costs, competi-

tors, demand for products and services, and the overall quality of products 

and services. It is also important to consider the type of organization you’re 

managing - a limited service hotel will generally have a different pricing 

strategy than a full-service property. The key to successful pricing is blending 

together technology with the human knowledge that revenue managers 

know firsthand.

Using a dynamic pricing approach with a strong analytical base (and the 

hundreds of demand models that IDeaS clients have access to) that evaluates 

demand, inventory and price sensitivity is a proven industry recipe that helps 

you create the right prices for the right customers at the right time.
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Into the MIxIng Bowl

why revenue management is more 
than just pricing

What happens when a hotel’s primary ingredient is a pricing-

only approach and they exclude other necessary analytical 

ingredients?

Research shows that hotels that optimize both pricing  

and inventory (business mix, stay patterns and strategic 

overbooking) improve revenue performance over hotels 

optimizing pricing alone.

A pricing-only approach focuses attention on pricing single 

arrival dates. This leads to key factors being neglected, including: 

length of stay, derived rates and other rates, e.g. contracted 

rates that need to have their availability managed to prevent 

overselling lower rates. IDeaS is the only solution provider with 

a dynamic pricing approach that analytically assesses price 

sensitivity while accounting for season, day-of-week, days-to-

arrival, length of stay (and more!), in addition to managing rate 

availability, optimizing stay patterns and strategic overbooking 

to drive the most revenue overall.
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The best overall revenue optimization is achieved through 

finely balancing the management of all business – not only 

priceable business.

An easy way to think about the differences between a 

dynamic pricing approach and a pricing-only approach  

is to look at their caloric content. Pricing-only approaches 

become the equivalent mix of sugar and junk foods that  

fill your hotel up fast and easy. But while it may seem sweet 

seeing those initial bookings, hotels relying only on pricing-

only strategies see the inevitable crash and burn by filling up 

too fast, losing higher paying customers and losing revenue. 

Dynamic pricing approaches, on the other hand, use pricing 

and availability to fill up hotels with the slow-burning, complex 

carbohydrate business that provides long-term sustenance for 

healthy revenue performance and growth.

Just as all calories are not the same, all revenue is 

not the same. For healthy revenue performance,  

it is critical to use dynamic pricing strategies that 

fill your hotel with the most valuable, protein-

packed business - leaving the empty calories to your 

competition.

all CaloRIes aRe not equal . . . neItheR Is youR Revenue
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thIRd CouRse
Beefing Up With Automation

A common challenge for hotels is having too many cooks in the proverbial 

revenue management kitchen. You leave a strategy meeting confident that 

you’re on one page, but you find out later that someone switched your 

recipe with a different one. The only thing worse than spoiled broth is your  

potential for lost profits.

BeeFIng up wIth autoMatIon

41 part integration  

41 part distribution

41 part efficiency

41 part team communication
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Automation allows a revenue management system to send pricing and 

inventory decisions to other selling systems, such as property management 

or central reservations systems. It is the binding agent between your revenue 

management strategy and its deployment – and its integration acts as a 

quality control to reduce human errors and ensure consistency.

Automation is also a key ingredient to bolstering productivity at work. 

Using an automated pricing technology reduces the time and energy you 

spend manually collecting, entering, analyzing and reporting market data. 

Revenue managers are able to utilize their revenue management system as 

their central strategy hub, deploying changes and decisions to their selling 

systems both routinely and immediately. This frees up more time to focus 

on revenue strategies and additional work responsibilities.
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Effectively managing rate distribution also has a heavy reliance on 

automation, as it streamlines rate deployment across all channels. 

Manually adjusting rates on multiple channels – potentially multiple  

times a day - used to be a challenging part of a revenue manager’s role, but 

advancements in today’s technology have made channel management a 

much easier task to manage. 

This is also a benefit for evaluating your overall distribution strategy. There 

are often acquisition costs with third party sites, with opportunities to 

strategize different ways to shift from more expensive channels to direct 

channels that cost you less money. Blending together automation and 

strategy allows you to better control your business – and ultimately drive 

higher profitability.

using an automated pricing technology 
reduces the time and energy you spend 
manually collecting, entering, analyzing 
and reporting market data
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We had already installed IDeaS  

RMS in half of our hotels and we 

could see, especially when faced 

with tough market conditions,  

how full implementation of a  

sophisticated, automated solution 

would make our strategy and its 

application much more efficient.”

“

– Restel

http://ideas.com/news/restel-implements-ideas-in-all-hotels/
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FouRth CouRse
Sweet & Satisfying Results

Strategies that blend classic and quality revenue management ingredients 

have been long proven to bring hotels more confidence, better operational 

results and higher revenue. Blending together accurate forecasts, optimal 

pricing and automation are three successful components that will contribute 

to bringing you the sweetest satisfaction of all: more money. And if that wasn’t 

enough, a total revenue management approach will deliver far-reaching 

results throughout your entire organization.

sweet & satIsFyIng Results

Equal parts:

4Confident pricing strategies

4Improved competitive position & market share

4Profitable, data-driven decisions

4Streamlined organizational processes

4Efficient distribution

4Effective management of multiple properties

4Insightful data to report & analyze
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MetRICs & MeasuReMents: Kitchen Talk
BOOkIng Pace:
Speed at which bookings materialize over a period of time from booking 
date to arrival date.

cHannel management:
Way for hotels to control allocation of hotel inventory and rates across all 
distribution channels.

DemanD:
The business that the system anticipates for future days.

DISPlacement evaluatIOn:
An analysis of business (primarily Group) that is based on the total value 
of the business versus the value of the transient business that would be 
displaced if the business were accepted.

DynamIc PRIcIng:
Continual adjustment of prices based on value of demand for remaining 
available capacity.

FInancIal FORecaSt:
Determines end fiscal results to provide owners and investors with an 
outlook on revenues and profitability.

FORecaSt:
Anticipated occupancy and/or ADR for a future date range.

IntegRatIOn:
Refers to the communication and acceptance of decisions between two  
or more systems.

InventORy:
The available rooms in a hotel.

OPeRatIOnal FORecaSt:
Forecast that projects and manages the hotel’s operational resources  
and staff.
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PRIce SenSItIvIty:
How prices affect guest booking behavior.

Revenue management FORecaSt:
Estimates expected future demand for a hotel so that demand can be 
managed to achieve the hotel’s ultimate revenue objectives.

Revenue management SyStem:
Software hotels use to control supply and price of inventory to achieve 
maximum revenue or profit.

uncOnStRaIneD DemanD:
Demand not constrained by the capacity of the hotel and could be sold if 
the hotel had an unlimited number of rooms available to sell.



hungRy FoR BetteR Revenue Results?

No matter where you are on your revenue management journey,  
IDeaS can help you go further.

Visit ideas.com for more resources around the solutions, services and technologies hoteliers  

need to drive better revenue.

27+
years ago we 
started helping 
clients manage 
their revenue 
better.

clients later, we are still 
fi nding revenue opportunity 
in every situation.

95%+
of our clients still 
work with us today.

94
countries on six 
continents have 
hotels and car 
parks that run 
on IDeaS.

rooms around the world are 
managed by IDeaS’ solutions.

7000+ 1.3M+

400+
team members 
employed across 
the globe.

18
PhDs focused 
on revenue 
management.

7
offi ces 
located
worldwide.

132
dedicated product 
development and 
research team 
members.
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